
ERRATA

INTRODUCTION TO REGRESSION ANALYSIS
(Revised and Updated Edition, 2010)

by M. Golberg and Hokwon Cho

The following is a list of known errors in the book Introduction to Regression Analysis for the
Revised and Updated version, printed in 2010 or after 2010. These will be corrected and shown in
second edition in the near future.
The corrections of the errors have been ordered by page number. The number after the page

number is the line where the error is. A negative sign means the line is counted from the bottom.
Two or more numbers mean there are corrections on several lines.

p 35, 8�: Change �goal estimator�to �good estimator.�

p 46, 8: The item (e) needs to be rephrased to �Find V ar(Y jx); the conditional variance of Y;
given X = x: Verify that E[V ar(Y jx)] = �2Y (1� �2X;Y ):�

p 46, 6�: 2.11 (a), change �E(X)�to �E(Z):�

p 47, 3�: Change �0:99�to �0:01:�

p 66, 5�: Change �errors in Example 3.3� to �errors in Example 3.2.� The referring example
number is corrected.

p 67, 10: Change �(3.45)�to �(3.47).�The referring example number is corrected.

p 73, 6: Change �0:6350�to �0:6351:�

p 94, Table 3.14: Change �SSE =
Pn

i=1(yi � ŷ2i )�to �SSE =
Pn

i=1(yi � ŷi)2�under the Sum
of Squares.

p 97, 3�: Change �0:6361�to �0:6351:�

p 97, 2�: Change �x = 6�to �x0 = 6:�

p 97, 1�: Change �
q
�̂2(Y6) + 1�to ��̂

q
1 + 1

n +
(x0�x)2
Sxx

:�

p 238, 13�: Change ��SSE = SSRF � SSRR�to ��SSE = SSRR � SSRF�in Eq. (5.279).

p 238, 10�: Change �SSRF = SSRR +�SSE�to �SSRF = SSRR ��SSE�in Eq. (5.280).

p 310, 6�: Change �price of gold�to �price of petroleum.�
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